
The 2021 Intergalactic FM Streaming Festival
instructions and help

Let the games begin but read this first!

We'll unleash the 2021 festival exclusively on May 21st at 16:00 CIT via our video channels CBS 
and The Dream Machine.

Lineup, promo material and all other things regarding the festival are to be found at the website 
which we'll keep updating whenever is needed. The site shows when it has been updated.

When you have been asked to do a set please read what we need from you:
• DJ sets: please do not make it longer as 60 minutes.
• Live sets: maximum 45 minutes please.
• You can do one session for CBS and/or TDM. So one per station.
• Please record your set in 1080p with a minimum of 5 and a maximum of 10 Mbps and the 

highest audio quality with a minimum of 256 kbps MP3 or AAC. If 1080p gives problems, 
we also accept recordings in 720p.

• Deadline is May 18th.

You can find our detailed OBS instructions here. Please read through it. OBS is a super duper free 
platform for video streaming and recording. When you got a webcam you are already in business.

PLEASE DO NOT ADD ANY LOGOS OR TEXT TO THE VIDEO. We will do that for you.

Also if the video is not exclusively for the festival (as in already used for another purpose) it will be
rejected and you risk getting excluded from future Intergalactic FM festivals; We put a lot of effort 
in Intergalactic FM and it's activities so that is the least we expect from you. 
By participating in the fest you agree to a 14 day embargo using the video and audio recording for 
other purposes.  After the festival we will put it online in the Intergalactic Video Archives.

If you do not have stuff or a proper location to record you DJ set you can request recording time at 
the Panama Racing Club (PRC) in The Hague or at REVEAL in Utrecht. Both have professional 
recording setups. (At the time of writing this we are also working on a really funky place in 
Amsterdam. Details might follow.)

When your set(s) is/are ready for consumption please ZIP it up together with a copy of a hi-res PNG
or EPS logo you like in the video and a PDF with text, links and credits you would like to see at the 
end of the video. Please do not forget to mention the name of the artist we're watching + the 
place you are from. :)

When your work is ready to be beamed towards the Intergalactic FM HQ, please use this service 
only to send it to us: send.hott.mx.

In case of problems or a Panama Racing or REVEAL jam request contact us because there are no 
problems but only solutions.

And did you already see our fancy festival merch? Getting your gear also means sponsoring 
Intergalactic FM and the festival; Be quick because when it's gone it's gone!

Thank you for orbiting The 2021 Intergalactic FM Streaming Festival!

https://intergalactic.fm/cbstv
https://intergalactic.fm/shop
mailto:hottmx@gmail.com
http://send.hott.mx/
https://opensource.com/alternatives/adobe-acrobat
https://www.7-zip.org/
http://PanamaRacing.Club/
https://obsproject.com/
https://github.com/intergalacticfm/obs/blob/main/README.md
https://www.intergalactic.fm/festival/2021/
https://intergalactic.fm/tdmtv

